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SUMMER CLASSICS® MAKES A BIG STATEMENT
IN 2009 PRODUCT LINEUP
MMX Collections to separate the Specialty Retailer from Mass
MONTEVALLO, Ala, July, 2009 – In August of 2009, Summer Classics, one of the
leaders in outdoor furnishings, unveiled a new line of statement pieces called MMX.
The new catalog, to be released at Summer Classics Garden Party August 11-21, 2009
will showcase 5 new collections and 3 existing collection additions. includes products
designed for direct ocean front use and the harshest of direct weather environments.
Three furniture Collections were added to this category for 2009: Lagos, Yacht, and
Sedona.
Skye
Viking legend describes Scotland’s Isle of Skye as the Winged Isle, romanticizing its
mist-laden and mountainous scenery. Our stackable Skye has cloudlike curves and is
fully woven for worry-free coastal enjoyment. Made from a 6mm hand-woven, flat,
™ resin. Patent Pending.
Aire & Strata
Delicate and comfortable, the stackable Aire Chair features double woven panels of
6mm hand-woven, flat, ™ resin made to conform to the body. “Lighter than Aire”,
the stackable Strata chair features complex bends in beautifully-radiating, aluminum,
slatted seat and back. Whether you choose wicker or metal, each masterful piece
balances both beauty and function.
Halo – STATEMENT PIECE
Curvilinear and lyric, our Halo makes a heavenly statement. Double woven panels of
stretched, N-dura™resin wicker conform to the body, in pure, cushion-less form.
Excellent for coastal use, a divinely contemporary alternative to the adirondack chair.
Circa – STATEMENT PIECE

Born of classic, mid-century modern design and inventive, half-moon aluminum
extrusions, the bold arches and crystalline finishes make our Circa sculpture for the
home. Woven in a 2 over 1 weave pearlescent white or satin black ™ resin wicker.
Sedona Day Bed – STATEMENT PIECE
On the perimeter of the Grand Canyon, along the winding Colorado River sits the
city of Sedona. Our Sedona is a 1960’s reinterpretation in N-dura™ resin of a material
called Seca, which was a reed used to achieve a braided, thick wicker. Sedona features
an oversized daybed and our romantic European height dining collection. Made from
a 8mm hand-woven, round, ™ resin. Patent Pending.
Lagos
Our Lagos is fully woven, marine grade, N-dura ™ resin over an aluminum frame in a
6x6 square weave.
Palm
Palm features lightweight aluminum chairs that stack and curved shutter backs which
give comfort along with an exquisite appearance of natural beauty. Side chairs feature a
double brace for extra strength. Finished in #9 Pecan or #1 French Linen. Patent
Pending.
Rugs
Fade resistant, stain resistant, worry-free.

Halo lounge chairs

Circa dining chairs and dining table with frosted black glass

Sedona Day Bed

Circa Lounge Chair & Ottoman
Summer Classics, a premier manufacturer of fine garden furniture and fireside furnishings was founded
on the principle that truly classic design, no matter how simple or elaborate, can and will be embraced
for years. Their mission is to create exquisite, timeless furnishings, which offer a fresh level of
sophistication and quality to outdoor living.
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